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Abstract
Let K be a closed convex cone in a Hilbert space H ; h; i, and let K be its positive
dual cone. The K-eigenvalues of a continuous linear mapping A : H ! H are defined via
the complementarity system: x 2 K, Axÿ kx 2 K, hx;Axÿ kxi  0: This paper explores
two issues related to this concept: existence results, and upper bounds for the number of
K-eigenvalues when the cone K is finitely generated. Special attention is devoted to the
case of a Pareto cone in a finite dimensional space. Ó 1999 Elsevier Science Inc. All
rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Eigenvalues and eigenvectors play a fundamental role in the analysis of
linear dierential systems. The same remark applies to the case of equilibrium
systems of the form
_ut 2 F ut; 1:1
where F : Rn ! Rn is a multivalued mapping whose graph
Gr F : fx; y 2 Rn  Rn : y 2 F xg
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is a cone with vertex at the origin, i.e.
0; 0 2 Gr F ; and a Gr F  Gr F for all a > 0: 1:2
Such a type of multivalued mapping is referred to as a process.
It is clear from (1.2) that the trivial trajectory u  0 is a solution to (1.1).
More generally, if n 2 Rn is a stationary point of F, i.e. 0 2 F n, then the
constant trajectory u  n is a solution to (1.1). It is then natural to ask
whether or not a system like (1.1) admits nonconstant trajectories. As noticed
already by Rockafellar [9], the change of variables
ut  ektvt
leads to the equivalent system
_vt  kvt 2 F vt: 1:3
This transformation makes use of the positive homogeneity of F. The sta-
tionary points of the system (1.3) are the vectors x 2 Rn such that
kx 2 F x: 1:4
The above discussion leads to the following basic principle:
if the pair k; x satisfies condition 1:4; then the trajectory
t 7! ut  ektx is a solution to equilibrium system 1:1:

1:5
If the trajectory constructed above is nonconstant, then x must be a nonzero
vector; this requires k to be an eigenvalue of F , and x to be a corresponding
eigenvector.
Much attention has been devoted in recent years to the eigenvalue analysis
of processes that have a convex graph (convex processes, for short). Important
contributions to this research area include the works of Aubin et al. [3], and
Leizarowitz [7], among others. The purpose of this paper is to explore the case
of a nonconvex process defined by linear complementarity conditions. To be
more specific, given a linear mapping A : Rn ! Rn, and a closed convex cone
K  Rn, we consider an equilibrium system of the form:
ut 2 K;
Aut ÿ _ut 2 K;
hut;Aut ÿ _uti  0;
1:6
where h; i stands for the usual inner product in Rn, and
K : fw 2 Rn : hw; piP 0 for all p 2 Kg
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denotes the (positive) dual cone of K. The process F : Rn ! Rn which leads to
the system (1.6) is, of course, given by
Gr F  fx; y 2 Rn  Rn : x 2 K; Axÿ y 2 K; hx;Axÿ yi  0g: 1:7
The above multivalued mapping is referred to as the linear complementarity
process associated to the pair A;K.
The constraint ut 2 K can be seen as a viability condition: the trajectory
t 7! ut must lie within a prescribed admissible set K (usually K is the Pareto
cone Rn, in which case the constraint ut 2 Rn means that uitP 0
8i  1; . . . ; n). One should, however, distinguish between the equilibrium sys-
tem (1.6) and the linear viability system
_ut  Aut; ut 2 K: 1:8
A solution to (1.8) is a solution also to (1.6), but not conversely. A system like
(1.8) is quite restrictive, in the sense that it may have the trivial trajectory u 
0 as unique solution. In contrast, the equilibrium system (1.6) admits non-
constant trajectories under very mild assumptions on the cone K (cf. Sections 2
and 3).
2. Existence of eigenvalues for the linear complementarity process
This section deals with the existence of nonconstant trajectories for equi-
librium system (1.6). According to basic principle (1.5), this question is related
to the existence of eigenvalues, and corresponding eigenvectors, for the mul-
tivalued mapping F given by (1.7). The linear complementarity process (1.7)
can be defined also in an infinite dimensional setting. Without extra cost, one
can work in the context of a Hilbert space H ; h; i. The positive dual cone of
K  H is obviously K  fw 2 H : hw; piP 0 for all p 2 Kg.
Definition 2.1. Let A : H ! H be a continuous linear mapping. The real
number k is said to be a K-eigenvalue of A if there is a nonzero vector x 2 H
such that
x 2 K; Axÿ kx 2 K; hx;Axÿ kxi  0: 2:1
According to this definition, k 2 R is a K-eigenvalue of A if and only if k 2 R is
an eigenvalue of the linear complementarity process associated to A;K. Ob-
serve that if x 2 H is a nonzero vector satisfying (2.1), then necessarily
k  hx;Axihx; xi :
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Hence, A admits a K-eigenvalue if and only if there exists a nonzero vector x 2
H such that x 2 K and PAx 2 K, with
PAx : Axÿ hx;Axihx; xi x: 2:2
The next theorem gives a sucient condition for the existence of K-eigenvalues.
Recall that a nonempty set S  H is said to be a shell for the cone K  H if S
does not contain the origin 0 2 H , and K  fap : a 2 R; p 2 Sg.
Theorem 2.1. Suppose the cone K  H admits a convex compact shell. Then,
each continuous linear mapping A : H ! H has at least one K-eigenvalue.
Proof. Our proof is based on the celebrated Ky Fan inequality. Let S be a
convex compact shell of K, and define W : S  S ! R by
Wx; p  ÿhPAx; pi  ÿhAx; pi  hx;Axihx; xi hx; pi:
Observe that 8p 2 S, W; p is lower-semicontinuous, and 8x 2 S, Wx;  is
concave. According to Ky Fan’s inequality (cf. [2], p. 357), there exists x 2 S
such that
sup
p2 S
Wx; p6 sup
p2 S
Wp; p:
Since Wp; p  0 for all p 2 S, the above inequality can be written in the form
Wx; p6 0 for all p 2 S, or equivalently, hPAx; piP 0 for all p 2 S. Since S is a
shell of K, one obtains PAx 2 K: This proves that k  hx;Axi=hx;xi is a K-
eigenvalue of A. 
Remark. Suppose the closed convex cone K  H is locally compact and
pointed, i.e. K \ ÿK  f0g. Then, K admits a convex compact shell (cf. [1],
p. 38).
As a consequence of Theorem 2.1 and the above remark, it follows imme-
diately that:
Corollary 2.1. If K  Rn is a pointed closed convex cone, then each linear
mapping A : Rn ! Rn has at least one K-eigenvalue.
Remark. The pointedness assumption in Corollary 2.1 cannot be removed. To
see this, just consider the cone K  fp 2 R3 : p1  0g, and a linear mapping A :
R3 ! R3 with matrix representation of the form
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  
 0 1
 ÿ1 0
264
375:
In this case k is a K-eigenvalue of A if and only if k is an eigenvalue of the
submatrix
0 1
ÿ1 0
 
:
Of course, this submatrix has no real eigenvalues.
3. Existence of eigenvalues via contractibility
This section aims at extending Theorem 2.1 to the case of a cone K with
following property: K admits a shell S that is compact, but not necessarily
convex (think, for instance, of the cone K  R R). The lack of convexity of
S rules out the use of the standard Ky Fan inequality. There is, however, a
modified version of Ky Fan’s inequality that requires S to have a generalized
convexity structure (c-structure, for short). To formulate this concept precisely,
we will have to introduce some machinery. This technical section deviates from
the mainstream of our work. The reader who is not familiar with c-structured
spaces, can skip this part and go directly to Section 4.
Recall that a topological space Q is said to be contractible if there are a
point q0 2 Q and a continuous function h : Q 0; 1 ! Q such that hq; 0  q
for all q 2 Q, and hq; 1  q0 for all q 2 Q (for instance, any starlike set in a
topological linear space is contractible). A c-structure on a topolgical space S is
a multivalued mapping G : hSi ! S such that:
8C 2 hSi; GC is nonempty and contractible;
8C;D 2 hSi; C  D implies GC  GD; 3:1
where hSi stands for the family of nonempty finite subsets of S. One says that
E  S is a G-set if 8C 2 hEi;GC  E. More information on these concepts
can be found in the paper [5] by Horvath, from where we take the following
generalization of Ky Fan’s inequality:
Lemma 3.1 ([5], p. 354). Let G be a c-structure over the topological space S, and
let W : S  S ! R be a function such that:
(i) 8p 2 S;W ; pis lower-semicontinuous,
(ii) 9p 2 S; fx 2 S : Wx; p6 0g is compact,
(iii) 8x 2 S; fp 2 S : Wx; p > 0g is a G-set.
Then the following alternative holds:
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(a) 9x 2 S; supp2S Wx; p6 0, or
(b) 9p 2 S;Wp; p > 0:
With this lemma in hand it becomes fairly simple to prove the following ex-
tension of Theorem 2.1.
Theorem 3.1. Let K  H be a cone with compact shell S. Suppose S is equipped
with a c-structure G such that
8w 2 H ; fp 2 S : hw; pi < 0g is a G-set 3:2
Then, each continuous linear mapping A : H ! H has at least one K-eigenvalue.
Proof. Let W : S  S ! R be defined as in the proof of Theorem 2.1. Then W
satisfies the assumptions (i)–(iii) of Lemma 3.1. Since Wp; p  0 for all p 2 S,
the alternative (a) in Lemma 3.1 must hold. The rest of the proof is as in
Theorem 2.1. 
To illustrate the use of Theorem 3.1, consider the following example:
Example 3.1. The cone K  R R does not admit a convex compact shell, so
Theorem 2.1 cannot be applied in this case. K admits, however, a shell S that is
at least compact, namely
S  s0; 1; ÿ1; 0t [ s0; 1; 1; 0t:
Here sa; bt denotes the closed segment joining a and b. Moreover, S can be
equipped with a c-structure G. To see this, take continuous bijection f :
0; 1 ! S and define GC  f cofr 2 0; 1 : f r 2 Cg8C 2 hSi, where ‘‘co’’
stands for the convex hull. So G can be interpreted a convex hull operator
relative to the set S. It is clear that any set of the form fp 2 S : hw; pi < 0g is a
G-set. Consequently, any linear mapping A : R2 ! R2 has K-eigenvalues. Of
course, this low dimensional example can be worked out in a more direct
manner.
As a way of application of Theorem 3.1, consider the second-order system
z a_z bz6 0; _z P 0; _zz a_z bz  0; 3:3
where a 2 R and b 2 R are given constants. The standard transformation
u1  z; u2  _z, brings (3.3) to the form
_u2  au2  bu16 0; u2 P 0; u2 _u2  au2  bu1  0: 3:4
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This corresponds to the linear complementarity process associated to K  R
R and
A  0 1ÿb ÿa
 
:
Theorem 3.1 guarantees the existence of K-eigenvalues of A. Of course, the K-
eigenvalues of A can be found directly by solving the inequality system
x2 ÿ kx1  0; x2ÿbx1 ÿ ax2 ÿ kx2  0;
ÿ bx1 ÿ ax2 ÿ kx2 P 0; x2 P 0:
4. On Pareto-eigenvalues
From now on we concentrate on the linear complementarity system
x P 0; Axÿ kx P 0; hx;Axÿ kxi  0; 4:1
associated to the Pareto cone Rn. The inequality ‘‘ P ’’ in (4.1) is understood in
the componentwise sense, i.e. x P 0 if and only if x 2 Rn. For convenience, a
linear mapping A : Rn ! Rn will be identified with an element of the space Mn
of square (real) matrices of order n n.
Definition 4.1. A real number k is said to be a Pareto-eigenvalue of the matrix
A 2 Mn if there is a nonzero vector x 2 Rn satisfying (4.1). In such a case, x is
called a Pareto-eigenvector of A (associated to the value k). The set of all Pa-
reto-eigenvalues of A 2 Mn is called the Pareto-spectrum of A, and it is denoted
by P(A).
Since Rn is a pointed closed convex cone, it follows from Corollary 2.1 that
each matrix A 2 Mn has at least one Pareto-eigenvalue. The next theorem tells
us how to compute the Pareto-eigenvalues of a given square matrix. Before we
state this result, it would be convenient to introduce some terminology:
Definition 4.2. k 2 R is said to be a Perron-eigenvalue of A 2 Mn if there is a
nonzero vector x 2 Rn such that
Ax  kx; x P 0: 4:2
If the system
Ax  kx; x 2 intRn; 4:3
admits a solution, then k 2 R is said to be a strict Perron-eigenvalue of A.
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We need also to fix some notation. For each nonempty subset I of the index
set N  f1; . . . ; ng, denote be AI the principal submatrix of A which is obtained
by deleting the ith row and the ith column of A, whenever i 62 I . The symbol j
I j denotes the cardinality of I. So, AI is a square matrix of order j I j  j I j.
When I  N, the principal submatrix AI is just A itself. As usual, the entries of
A are denoted by aij.
Theorem 4.1. Let A 2 Mn. Then, k 2 R is a Pareto-eigenvalue of A if and only if
there exist a nonempty index set I  N and a vector g 2 RjI j such that
AIg  kg; g 2 intRjI j ; 4:4X
j2I
aijgj P 0; for all i 2 N n I : 4:5
In such a case, the vector x 2 Rn given by
xi 
gi if i 2 I ;
0 if i 2 N n I

4:6
is a Pareto-eigenvector of A associated to the value k.
Proof. The first thing which has to be mentioned in relation to (4.1) is that this
linear complementary system can be written in the componentwise from
xi P 0; Axÿ kxi P 0; xiAxÿ kxi  0 8i 2 N : 4:7
Let x 2 Rn be a nonzero solution of (4.7). Consider the index set
I  fi 2 N : xi > 0g, and the vector g 2 RjI j given by gi  xi, for all i 2 I . The
last condition in (4.7) yieldsX
j2I
aijgj ÿ kgi  0 8i 2 I ;
i.e. AIg  kg, with g 2 intRjIj . The second condition in (4.7) yields (4.5).
Conversely, if (4.4) and (4.5) hold for some nonempty index set I and some
g 2 RjIj, then the nonzero vector (4.6) solves the system (4.7). 
As an immediate consequence of Theorem 4.1, one obtains:
Corollary 4.1. If k 2 R is a Pareto-eigenvalue of A 2 Mn, then k 2 R is a strict
Perron-eigenvalue of some principal submatrix of A 2 Mn. The converse state-
ment is true if the off-diagonal entries of A are non-negative.
To illustrate Theorem 4.1, consider the following simple example.
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Example 4.1. Consider the matrix
A  8 ÿ1
3 4
 
:
k  5 and k  7 are strict Perron-eigenvalues of A, so k  5 and k  7 are also
Pareto-eigenvalues of A. When I  f1g, one gets the 1 1 matrix AI  8.
Clearly k  8 is a strict Perron-eigenvalue of AI , and condition (4.5) holds for
any g1 > 0. So, k  8 is a Pareto-eigenvalue of A. When I  f2g, one gets the
1 1 matrix AI  4. It is easy to see that k  4 is a strict Perron-eigenvalue of
AI , but there is no g2 > 0 satisfying (4.5). So, k  4 is not a Pareto-eigenvalue of
A. Summarizing, the Pareto-spectrum of A is PA  f5; 7; 8g.
5. Bounds for the number of Pareto-eigenvalues
The Pareto-eigenvalue structure of a square matrix provides a valuable in-
formation on the matrix itself. A square matrix of order n n may have a very
small number of Pareto-eigenvalues, or it may have a very large number of
them. The purpose of this section is to establish bounds for the cardinality of
the Pareto-spectrum.
To start with, we record below some trivial facts:
Proposition 5.1. One has:
(a) The Pareto-eigenvalues of a diagonal matrix coincide with the diagonal
entries. In particular, a diagonal matrix of order n n can have at most
n Pareto-eigenvalues.
(b) A skew-symmetric matrix has exactly one Pareto-eigenvalue, namely
k  0.
An upper bound for the number of Pareto-eigenvalues of a general matrix of
order n n, can be obtained by using Corollary 4.1
Proposition 5.2. A matrix A 2 Mn can have at most dn : n2nÿ1 Pareto-eigen-
values.
Proof. A 2 Mn can have at most n strict Perron-eigenvalues. There are n prin-
cipal submatrices of size nÿ 1  nÿ 1, and each one of them can have at
most nÿ 1 strict Perron-eigenvalues. The same argument is applied to the
nnÿ 1=2 principal submatrices of size nÿ 2  nÿ 2, and so on. In this
way one gets the upper bound
dn 
Xn
k1
n!
nÿ k!k!  k  n2
nÿ1: 
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The bound dn grows extremely fast with respect to the size n. It is then
important to identify some classes of matrices for which this bound can be
tightened. The following lemma is a step in that direction. Recall that a Z-
matrix is a square matrix with nonpositive o-diagonal entries.
Lemma 5.1. Let A be a square matrix satisfying any of the following conditions:
(i) A is symmetric; (ii) A is a Z-matrix; (iii) ÿA is a Z-matrix.
Then, A admits at most one strict Perron-eigenvalue.
Proof. The above result is probably known. The case (i) is fairly simple to
prove. Indeed, eigenvectors associated to dierent eigenvalues must be or-
thogonal. But the Pareto cone cannot contain two orthogonal vectors in its
interior. Consider now the condition (iii). Let k1 2 R and k2 2 R be two strict
Perron-eigenvalues of the matrix A 2 Mn. Therefore there are vectors x 2
intRn and z 2 intRn such that Ax  k1x; Az  k2z. Hence
A aInx  k1  ax; A aInz  k2  az;
where a is any real number and In denotes the identity matrix of order n n. If
one picks a suciently large, then all the entries of the matrix A aIn are
nonnegative. A result of Berman and Plemmons ([4], p. 11) yields in this case
the equality k1  a  k2  a, from where one derives the desired conclusion.
The case (ii) can be treated in a similar way. 
With the above lemma in hand, it is now easy to obtain:
Proposition 5.3. Let A 2 Mn be a matrix satisfying any of the conditions stated
in Lemma 5.1. Then, A can have at most bn : 2n ÿ 1 Pareto-eigenvalues.
Proof. The proof is as in Proposition 5.2, except that now each principal
submatrix of A can have at most one strict Perron-eigenvalue. So, one gets the
upper bound
bn 
Xn
k1
n!
nÿ k!k!  1  2
n ÿ 1: 
Remark. The symmetric case in Proposition 5.3 is the result of joint discussion
with Yaw Chang, to whom I express my appreciation.
By playing with Lemma 5.1 and the condition (4.5), one obtains:
Corollary 5.1. A square matrix with negative off-diagonal entries has exactly
one Pareto-eigenvalue.
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Proof. Let A 2 Mn be such that aij < 0; 8i 6 j. It follows from Lemma 5.1 that
A has at most one strict Perron-eigenvalue. The strict Perron-eigenvalues of the
principal submatrices A1, with I 6 N , cannot be a Pareto-eigenvalue of A. This
is due to the fact that any g 2 intRjIj  violates the condition (4.5). 
The assumption of Corollary 5.1 is, of course, quite strong. A much weaker
assumption is the negativity of the o-diagonal entries on a particular row. In
such a case, one gets:
Proposition 5.4. Suppose the off-diagonal entries on a particular row of A 2 Mn
are negative. Then A has at most cn : n 12nÿ2 Pareto-eigenvalues.
Proof. Let i 2 N be an index such aij < 0; 8j 2 N n fig. Due to the condition
(4.5), one must consider only the principal submatrices A1, with i 2 I . Among
the principal submatrices of order k  k, there are
Cnÿ1kÿ1 :
nÿ 1!
nÿ 1 ÿ k ÿ 1!k ÿ 1!
of them with that property. This leads to the upper bound
cn 
Xn
k1
Cnÿ1kÿ1  k 
Xnÿ1
k0
Cnÿ1k k  1
 1
Xnÿ1
k1
Cnÿ1k  k 
Xnÿ1
k1
Cnÿ1k  1 dnÿ1  bnÿ1:
A simple calculation shows that the last expression is equal to n 12nÿ2. 
A similar type of argument leads to the following result:
Proposition 5.5. Suppose the off-diagonal entries on a particular row of A 2 Mn
are negative. Moreover, suppose that A is either symmetric or a Z-matrix. Then,
A has at most an : 2nÿ1 Pareto-eigenvalues.
Proof. This time one has to compute
an 
Xn
k1
Cnÿ1kÿ1  1  1 bnÿ1  2nÿ1: 
The bounds obtained in Propositions 5.2–5.5 are related as follows:
an6 bn6 cn6 dn:
Table 1 displays the growth of these bounds with respect to the size n.
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6. Eigenvalues relative to a finitely generated cone
A closed convex cone K in a Hilbert space (H ; h; i is said to be finitely
generated if there is a finite collection fc1; . . . ; cpg of vectors in H such that
K  cone fc1; . . . ; cpg 
Xp
j1
ajcj : a 2 Rp
( )
: 6:1
The cone (6.1) behaves very much like the usual Pareto cone Rp, in the sense
that:
Proposition 6.1. If the closed convex cone K  H is finitely generated, then each
continuous linear mapping A : H ! H has a finite number of K-eigenvalues. More
precisely, if K admits representation (6.1), then each continuous linear mapping
A : H ! H has at most dp  p2pÿ1 K-eigenvalues.
Proof. Consider the continuous linear mapping C : H ! Rp given by
Cw 
c1;wh i
..
.
cp;w

 
2664
3775:
The cone (6.1) can be written in the form K  fCa : a 2 Rpg, where C :
Rp ! H stands for the adjoint mapping of C. A simple calculation shows that
K  w 2 H : Cw 2 Rp
 	
Let k be a K-eigenvalues of A, i.e. there is a nonzero vector x 2 H satisfying the
linear complementarity condition (2.1). In particular, x  Ca for some non-
Table 1
n an bn cn dn
2 2 3 3 4
3 4 7 8 12
4 8 15 20 32
5 16 31 48 80
6 32 63 112 192
7 64 127 256 448
8 128 255 576 1024
9 256 511 1280 2304
10 512 1023 2816 5120
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zero vector a 2 Rp such that ACaÿ kCa 2 K, and hCa;ACaÿ kCai  0:
This means that the system
a 2 Rp; CACaÿ kCCa 2 Rp; ha;CACaÿ kCCai  0 6:2
has a nonzero solution. Let ~A 2 Mp and ~B 2 Mp be the matrix representations
of the linear mappings CAC : Rp ! Rp and CC : Rp ! Rp, respectively. So
(6.2) corresponds to the generalized eigenvalue problem
a 2 Rp; ~Aaÿ k ~Ba 2 Rp; ha; ~Aaÿ k ~Bai  0 6:3
This is the same system as in (4.1), except that now ~B may dier from the
identity matrix. But Theorem 4.1 can be extended to this more general setting.
This extension and the same arguments used in Proposition 5.2, lead to the
upper bound dp. 
Remark. A representation like (6.1) of a finitely generated cone is not unique.
To reduce the value of dp it is convenient to take p as small as possible. So, one
can assume that none of the vectors c1; . . . ; cp can be expressed as nonnegative
linear combination of the others.
7. Conclusions and open questions
The linear complementarity system (2.1) can be written in the form of a
variational inequality
x 2 K; hAxÿ kx; p ÿ xiP 0 8p 2 K: 7:1
This formulation leads to various extensions of the concept of K-eigenvalue.
First, K may be an arbitrary convex set, not necessarily a cone. Second, h; i
may be understood as the duality product between a reflexive Banach space H
and its topological dual space H . And, third, one may consider a variational
inequality
x 2 K; hAxÿ kBx; p ÿ xiP 0 8p 2 K; 7:2
that involves a pair of (nonlinear) mappings A; B : H ! H . This latter case is
very popular in the literature, since it has many interesting applications (see,
for instance, Refs. [6,8] and the references therein). It is rather surprising to
notice that the case (7.1) has been somehow neglected. The variational in-
equality (7.1) involves a number of interesting issues related to the structure of
the cone K. In this paper we have addressed some of these issues, but there is
still a lot of room left for further investigation. To interact with the reader, we
leave open for discussion the following questions:
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(a) Design of algorithms that compute the largest (or, smallest) Pareto-ei-
genvalue of of a given matrix.
(b) Study of eigenvalues relative to a cone that is not finitely generated
(think, for instance, of the ice-cream cone in some Euclidean space).
(c) Location of the Pareto-spectrum and estimation of its width.
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